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 INU Peshawar                                                                                                                                          Date 20th April 2020 

Department    (AHS) DT,RAD & DPT 

Subject   English-II 

Marks  30 

Semester -II 

Mid Term Assignment                                                                                          Spring 2020 

Instructor    Hajra Iqbal                              

Fill below blocks. 

Student Full  Name Arshad Ali 

Student Father Name  Ahmad Hussain 

  University ID Card Number  16013 

Instructions: Your time starts once you log in. You have only 48 hours to complete and submit your 

paper on the portal. After 48 hours your time would be automatically expired. Download this paper and 

save it with your full name and subject. Attempt all the answers on the same page and keep in your mind 

to click the SAVE after every 10 minutes. When you are done with paper, go through it and submit your 

final copy with your name and id on SIC portal. 

Note: i. Attempt all three questions. All questions carry equal marks. Be careful about spellings, 

sentence structure and punctuation marks. 

1. Make a report on Sports Week Closing Ceremony at your University. (300-350 words) 

Name of the Reporter                                                  Arshad Ali 

Contact Inforamation 0348-9088-365 

Organization Iqra National University Peshawar  

Activity Headlines  Sports Day 

Date of Activity  01-04-2020 

Time of the Activity 9:00 AM 

Place of the ACtivity Sports Campus Iqra Naytional University  

 

Report on Sports Week Closing Ceremony at your University 

 

The Sports Meet 2020 ended yesterday (April 01) in the Iqra National University Peshawar.  It 

was a grand success as around 1000 students from all departments participated in a one 

week long meet which included 5 events. The teams, 'Civil Engineering' and 'DPT' made it to the 

basketball boys' finals, whilst the teams ' Arts and Design’ and ‘CS’ qualified for the girls' 

badminton finals. The finale was really tough and, with just a few points difference, the team 

‘DPT’ and ‘Arts and Design’ won the trophy for boys' and girls' basketball and badminton.  

“Today is more than a closing ceremony, it’s a victory celebration,” said the captain of DPT 

(Winner of Boys Basketball team) after winning the tournament. Similarly, the Captain of Arts 

and Design (Winner of Girls badmintion team) was very excited and believed that they won due 
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to hard work, practice and team spirit. 

The closing ceremony was efficient and prizes were distributed to the winning teams in the 

afternoon of the same day. Many of the team members, including the Vice Chancellor, Registrar, 

Teachers and the sports committee were present to cheer on the students and honor them with the 

medals and prizes. While the door of the closing ceremony of Sports Meet 2020 was closed, it 

left another one wide open for many more tournaments to come for students which will give 

them a chance to do their best. Also, congratulations to all winning teams of futsal 

(Microbiology), indoor cricket (DT), football (BBA) and table tennis (Electrical Engineering).  

A big thank you to all students involved for participating with a high spirit of cooperation, social 

behaviour, outstanding sportsmanship and proper respect for each other. Also thank you to the 

Incharge committees who helped to make it a grand event. 

Finally, special thanks go to the Sports Department for coordinating the one weeks long meet 

gracefully.  

  

 

 

 

2. Write a letter to the Health Department regarding the present outbreak of COVID-19, 

briefing about the present condition of your area, the response of the people and the 

preventive facilities at hand. ( 300 words) 

        16 Eat New Road 

            Swat, City Mingora 

                                                                                                Date 22-04-2020 

SUBJECT: Letter to the Health Department regarding the present outbreak of COVID-19 

The number of confirmed coronavirus have reached 30 cases reported. 2 deaths and confirmed 

that 8 patients recoveries being reported from official sources till night of April 22.  Like other 

areas Swat also under lockdown School, Colleges, Universities are partially lock like other cities 

of Pakistan initially this act this act of government was criticised for the reason that no alternate 

arrangement were made to save the time of students. Such as online classes, quiz, assignment, 

reading material etc.   The government urging social distancing to the people. But the 

government has offered no facility to keep the citizen of Swat inside their houses. For basic 

needs and daily requirements such as food and medicines, they are allowed to go outside of their 
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houses. This is how some shops are allowed to keep open. These include vegetables, general 

store and medicines shop. While some businesses and shops are completely closed such as 

hotels, restaurant, barber shops etc.  

In start the lockdown damage daily wage of labor- financially whish suffer them too high. 

Because daily wage labor is the most vulnerable segment of the people Swat, so now it’s a partial 

lockdown or the labor of Swat and it’s good for daily wage labor because they could go their 

work place. We need treatment from such endemic situation, it was recommended to have 

modern quarantine house at the exit and entrance points on border as well as in hospitals. 

Therefore we need a comprehensive health from you to preventative from such awful epidemic 

diseases.  Therefore we need to keep clean ourselves as well as our surrounding  and stay at 

home, to restrict the activities of healthy people for a period of time to get prevention from the 

present outbreak of COVID-19. 
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3. Describe a picture in your own words and suggest a title. (300 words) 

 

 

 

 

 

Conversation between teacher and student about exam preparation in English 

 

 

In the picture I can see a techer who sat down on his chair, he weared a coat while in front of the teacher 

there is a student who stand up in front the techer table and behind the teacher there is a wall chart and 

on the right hand of the techaer is a cupboard, on the top of the cupboard there is a world map. On the 

top of the table there are many things such as books, register, ballpoints and telephone set. The teacher 

look like on conversation with his student.  

Student: Hello Sir, How are you? 

Teacher: I am fine and you? 

Student: I am also fine by the grace of almighty ALLAH. 

Teacher: Today you are looking little bit worried. Are you thinking anything else? 

Student: Yes sir but how did you know? 

Teacher: It has been written on your face. So what are thinking about? 

Student: Sir, I am feeling very nervous about the coming exams. Could you please guide me how I 

should prepare for them? 
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Teacher: It is a natural response. You should not worry about it. Just stay relaxed. But keep repeating 

and practicing. Repeated look at the notes will make you feel more confident. Which is your first exam? 

Student: English! Should I read the text books again? 

Teacher: No, just keep them close for reference; just solve sample papers and practice questions 

according to the sample paper issued by Schools. 

Students: Need I practice by writing? Or mere reading is sufficient! 

Teacher: Writing of course. Reading will fade away, writing will impress what you study deep on your 

mind. Besides, studying by writing also prepares for you the final exam as it is all written. Students who 

don’t prepare by writing face lots of difficulties during the final exams. 

Students: Thanks a lot Sir for your guidance. I am feeling better now. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


